
Alexius Tschallener
Programmer | Orchestrator | Sound Engineer

Services:
 Orchestra Programming / Midi Mock-ups
 Orchestration
 Electronica Programming
 Sound Engineering/Mixing
 Development & Programming of impeccable Demos of the highest standards of soundtracks 

for filmmakers
 Creation of genuine sounding orchestral productions out of Sibelius, Finale and Midi files as 

well as PDF scores and handwritten notation
 Virtual Orchestra Workshops in Film & Music Festivals / Private Distance Learning Seminars

Alexius knows both worlds:  He is a competent electronic music programmer as well as having an 
excellent  command of  virtual orchestra programming.   He has strong affinities to both 
musical  styles through his classical education and his  concurrent  interest in electronic musical 
instruments.   He  has  had  extensive  experience  working  with  both  orchestra  libraries  and 
electronica and also in the crossover areas of both elements. In addition, his further education as a 
sound engineer makes it possible for him to execute a professional music production from the 
first note to the finished master. 

He works  in  Hardstudios (Switzerland)  as a sound engineer,  composer  and orchestrator  of 
music in many genres and as a programmer of classical orchestral works. He has experience with 
both large orchestras and state-of-the-art sampling and recording technologies, and is able to offer 
a wide range of possibilities to meet the needs of his clients. 

Alexius is a lecturer at the Zurich University of the Arts (ZHdK) in the subject of Virtual 
Orchestra. He  is  also  in  the  beta  team of  the  orchestra-library  developer  “Vienna 
Symphonic Library” VSL.

Credits:
His skills as composer, orchestrator and programmer have been in demand by many great Swiss 
acts, such as the Pepe Lienhard Orchestra, the Christoph Walter Orchestra, and the 

Comedy Duo “Divertimento” (musical director of  the shows since 2008). He has already 

composed music and garnered placements on many notable networks and shows including NBC, 
A&E, National  Geographic,  Fuel  TV,  RTL,  MSG, RAI,  Investigation  Discovery, 
Dave and many more.  He has been regularly active with Swiss television for shows such as 

MusicStar and “Kampf der Choere”.  He produced many pop/classic crossover projects 
for  Universal Music, Warner Music and  Sony Music.  Alexius has composed theatrical 

music for some of the most successful audio dramas in Switzerland. He has also made a 
name as an arranger and orchestrator in various projects, most recently on the album “Children 
Beyond” with Tina Turner. 
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